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Violence! In Recent American Art 
Scarce exhibition catalogue, tabloid unbound and folded. Printed in red and black on newsprint, 10.5 x 
17 inches. Yellowing with tears and chipping at edges and fold-lines - per its age and being printed on 
newsprint item is in good condition and complete. The original catalogue published for the Museum of 
Contemporary Art’s radical exhibition held November 8, 1968 through January 12, 1969. Essay by Robert 
Glauber. Artists include Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Ellen Lanyon, Ray Johnson, Peter Saul, William 
Copley, Carol Summers, Warrington Colescott, Robert Rauschenberg, Edward Paschke, Jim Dine, Robert 
Indiana, Ralph Arnold, Peter Holbrook, William T. Wiley, Edward Kienholz, and others. Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Chicago, 1969 
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Violence! In Recent American Art 
"The catalogue for Violence! was produced on newsprint, giving it the appearance of an edition of Skyline, and sold for 10¢ at 
the exhibition. The front page displayed actual headlines from 1964–69, such as “Armed Negroes Fight the Police in Chicago 
Riots,” referring to a July 1968 race riot following King’s assassination, and “37 Who Saw Murder Didn’t Call Police,” which 
documented the infamous 1964 murder of Kitty Genovese in Queens, New York. It also included an incendiary essay by 
Glauber, who wrote, “Most Americans now admit that the United States maintains a level of violence and tolerance of that 
violence unmatched anywhere in the world.” Organized by Glauber into categories such as war, racial, personal, gun, and 
psychological violence, the featured works addressed various forms of violence and their influence in a wide array of social, 
political, and racial contexts.  
 

Violence! presented work from iconic artists from and pre-dating the American pop art movement, such as Andy Warhol’s 
(American, 1928–87) screen print Elvis II (1964), depicting the musician in a cowboy outfit pointing a revolver at viewers, and 
the related Roy Lichtenstein (American, 1923–97) work Pistol, which features a reproduced comic-book image of a hand 
holding a gun on a red felt banner. While these pieces critique pop culture and its relationship to violence in a more generalized 
fashion, other pieces at the show dealt with politically charged subject matter. Some works addressed political critique with a 
sense of light-hearted parody, such as Ellen Lanyon’s (American, 1926–2013) self-explanatory L.B.J. Doll (1967), which 
envisioned the president as an overly patriotic puppet with movable appendages, and Jim Dine’s (American, b. 1935) Drag: 
Johnson and Mao (1967), which lambasted the masculinist authority of presidential power by depicting newspaper images of 
Johnson and Chairman Mao in women’s makeup. 
 

Other works addressed even more charged sociopolitical issues, such as state violence and the racist ideology that fuels it. 
Hailing from his noted “Death in America” series of screen prints, the two versions of Warhol’s Race Riot (1963) at Violence! 
consisted of mechanically reproduced news photos of white police officers forcing a German Shepherd on a black civil rights 
demonstrator during a Birmingham race riot following King’s assassination. This piece, which comments on race relations, 
abuses of governmental power, and mass media-induced desensitization in the United States, gives “Death in America” a sense 
of social commentary and immediacy not found in Warhol’s other silk-screen prints. Lesser-known artists in the show also 
worked to encapsulate the political and social tumult that defined the late 1960s. Ralph Arnold (American, 1928–2006) 
exhibited a four-piece hanging photomontage work that collaged images of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King and the 
social protests their deaths elicited. Painter Peter Holbrook (American) created The Battle of Grant Park (1968), which rendered 
multiple photos of conflict between police and protesters in Chicago’s Grant Park during the DNC protests in a naturalistic, pop-
styled painting." 
 

Ref: https://mcachicago.org/Exhibitions/1968/Violence-In-Recent-American-Art 
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How to Order 
Do not send payment until an invoice is received. 
Ohio residents will be charged a 7% sales tax. 
Books will be shipped upon receipt of payment. 
All items are returnable within five (5) days of receipt.  After that all sales are final. 
Confirmation of returns must be made before return shipment. 
Prices and availability are subject to change. 
 

Payment 
Make payments out to: Peter Huttinger 
Payments may be made via PayPal, Money Order or a check drawn on a US bank. 
- Libraries and museums may provide a purchase order or place an order on institution letterhead. 
- Foreign customers please make payments via PayPal, International Money Order or check in USD 
via US bank. 
 

Shipping – Domestic and Foreign 
Shipping prices are calculated based on weight, destination, value, and carrier service.  
Please specify the type of service when ordering and cost will be sent with invoice. 
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